Grouse hunting
–capercaillie, black grouse, woodcock and hazel grouse in eastern
Bergsslagen
Welcome to an exciting grouse hunt in our well-stocked game
forests located in the heart of eastern Bergslagen. As our
hunting guest you are always at the centre, and our
professional guides, together with service personnel and
experienced hunting dogs, will do everything to ensure that
you have a magnificent experience. You stay in traditional
multi-bed cabins directly adjacent to the hunting ground.
Happy hunting!
Nickbergets Jakt- & Fiskecamp began operations in 2003. Our business
concept is to offer memorable hunting and fishing adventures in scenic river
valleys.
We have at our disposal 5,000 contiguous ha in Bergslagen with excellent
hunting conditions and a well-managed stock of moose and roe deer, and good
grouse hunting. We offer everything from large-scale corporate hunts to guided
one-to-one hunting.
Day 1: The guests arrive at Nickbergets Jakt- och Fiskecamp then
check in to the cabins. We visit to the shooting range to warm up
with a little clay pigeon shooting, and to ensure that the weapons are
in order after the journey. The afternoon and evening are devoted to
dinner together and information about the coming days hunting.
Day 2: After an early breakfast, the hunt can begin. The hunting
takes place in the morning and afternoon/evening is directly
adjacent to the camp, and is planned to offer you the guest varied
hunting where you can hunt with a tree dog, with a pointer and by
luring hazel grouse. There is a break during the day for lunch in the
wilderness, served outdoors around a campfire. The evening is for
trying the wood heated sauna, then dinner.
Day 3-4: See Day 2.
Day 5: We start the day with an early, delicious breakfast, after
which we spend the first hours of the morning hunting. Lunch
together rounds off your hunting with us at Nickbergets Jakt- och
Fiskecamp. We sum up the hunting days, and prepare for our home
journey.

TRAVEL FACTS 2011

Price:
21,500 SEK per person. Minimum two
(2) hunting guests.
Dates offered:
25 August-15 November
Price includes:
Overnight stays in multibed cabins, full
board, hunting guide, sauna, transfers
in the hunting area, visit to the
shooting range, hunting map, one
capercaillie, two black grouse, two
woodcocks and two hazel grouse for
hunting guests (Bergslagen Grand
Slam!)

Nickbergets Jakt- & Fiskecamp
Gunilla Gustavsson
Vikbyn 208
776 91 Hedemora
Sweden
+46(0)70 719 83 55
info@njfc.se
www.njfc.se

Other info:
This hunt is well-suited to combine
with activities such as roe deer, fox and
hare hunting. We also offer fishing, or
why not visit Grönklitt Orsa Bear Park
or our local taxidermist?

